
KAPUNDA
Lot /4 Railway Parade - PID: 822134

$520,000
6 2

All Aboard !

Attention all "Train Buffs", B & B Lifestyle seekers or those with the extended large family, this character building with
its high lofty ceilings, English cedar timberwork and thick stone walls (designed by Edward Angas Hamilton, opened
1860, costing around £12,000) was the original Kapunda Railway Station and one of the first to be built outside of
Adelaide. Today, unfortunately the trains do not come and this solid two storey building is utilised as a large family
home. The history here is amazing and now you have a chance to play "Station Master" and be the future custodian
of this important piece of our National and State Heritage.
Approaching the property you are greeted by the imposing colonial façade and a huge tree-lined forecourt (ideal for
plenty of car parking).
Entry is through the formal entrance hall and leads to one of the many living areas being a 6m x 6m lounge room
with open fire place and French doors out to the canopy covered platform. The adjoining well equipped kitchen with
dishwasher and standard & overhead cupboards services the separate casual dining room.  Down the hall we have 2
adjoining bedrooms ( or bedroom + dressing room) a central formal dining room with access to the paved outdoor
courtyard, then past the original colonial staircase to the family room with a split system air-conditioner along with
French doors out onto the canopy covered platform, a large bedroom comes of this room.
From the family room you enter another hallway giving access to the laundry, separate toilet and large family
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